
Seminar Tasks: Panopticon/Synopticon and television (I will look through 

plans or points for a plan if you wish during the seminar)  

For the seminar we will watch the following videos – and discuss the 

relevant questions in groups.  

A. https://youtu.be/wMLCZAKfEsk (Reality Television and surveillance up to 6 mins 30 

seconds 

Associated Questions:  

- What is surveillance subgenre?  

 

 

- What are the differences between something like Big Brother and Keeping up with the 

Kardashians. How do they both relate to surveillance?  

 

 

 

- Is being watched normalised through reality television? (If so, what are the 

implications of this)? 

 

 

- How does reality television relate to ideas from Baudrillard?  

 

 

 

- Can reality television relate to the synpoticon as well as the panopticon? If so, how?  

 

 

B. https://youtu.be/JJLfyZTD7J4 TV watching us (5.50) 

Associated Questions:  

- In what ways does television watch us?  

 

 

 

- How does this relate to the panopticon?  

 

https://youtu.be/wMLCZAKfEsk
https://youtu.be/JJLfyZTD7J4


 

C. https://youtu.be/vVTKHI5ovyc (Surveillance in contemporary societies) (4.50) 

Associated Questions:  

- What is the panopticon as defined in this video?  

 

- How does the panopticon make us survey ourselves? 

 

 

 

- What is the disciplinary society?  

 

Summary of ideas from the reading: Rabinow, P. (1991) The Foucault Reader, London, 

Penguin. This is my summary of the reading because it is a difficult and complex reading, I 

have put some of my own interpretations here for you. This will be useful if you are doing 

the panoptic essay question. (Although please rephrase slightly rather than using these 

exact words) 

 

Summary of the reading from Barbara Mitra 

According to Rabinow (1991), the panopticon is seen as an instrument of power and 

ultimately of control that works at a level that is not obvious.  It is also suggested that 

there is a web of panoptic techniques that exist throughout society. These weave 

together with the notion of the disciplinary society  - hence the panoptic is a technique 

of the disciplinary society according to Foucault (Rabinow, 1991).  

Associated Question:  

- How might this relate to television (not just reality television)?  

 

 

There are many other useful documentaries that you can look at. 

https://youtu.be/KGX-c5BJNFk Privacy documentary (The Guardian) (28.45) 

https://youtu.be/ucRWyGKBVzo surveillance and Snowden (26.55) 

https://youtu.be/Hf8ZgYYH224 Systems of surveillance Echelon (44.40) 

https://youtu.be/vVTKHI5ovyc
https://youtu.be/KGX-c5BJNFk
https://youtu.be/ucRWyGKBVzo
https://youtu.be/Hf8ZgYYH224

